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Taking Bourdieu’s Field Theory as the frame, this paper discusses the journal 
Magazine of Shanghai in the period of falling into the Japan’s hands, its existing 
circumstances and running, emphasizing on the study of historical data. This paper 
consists of three chapters. 
Chapter One mainly introduces theories and data related to this paper. The author 
puts forward the concept of “literature space”, and classifies this  concept into “space 
literature in” and “space in literature” to discuss it. In order to inspect the initial state 
of Shanghai literature, this paper takes Magazine as its point of penetration. Besides, 
this chapter also reviews study in literature referring Japan-occupied area. 
Chapter Two discusses the background and apparance of Shanghai 
Japan-occupied area literature. The operature process of Shanghai literature is quite 
complicated, and to some significance, this can be found in the gradual vanishment of 
Shanghai literature’s noumenon. However, the falling of Shanghai into Japan’s hands 
creates an opportunity for Shanghai literature to return to its  noumenon. This chapter 
mainly analyzes the blanking process of Shanghai literature’s noumenon, the 
comprehensive condition of Shanghai literature circles and the general situation of 
Magazine. 
Chapter Three elaborates the inherent elements of Shanghai literature concerning 
about Magazine when this city was occupied by the Japanese. This part mainly studies 
historical data, and analyzes various stylistics published in Magazine, especially 
novels and proses. At the same time, this part analyzes Magazine’s  influence on the 
contemparary society with the help of Magazine school’s Symposium and its 
participation in play. To perspect Magazine’s participation in activities of Shanghai 
literature circles, this part makes further discussion of the management strategies of 
Magazine referring to how Eileen Chang gets to be famous. 
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